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A life of creative practice. We hear that phrase and think we know what it means.
Naming an example seems easy. But naming someone whose life moves beyond
glimpses and flashes to exemplify a holistic way of life where every aspect is true
to that principle is challenging.
What has become clear to me as I research and develop the exhibition Quality is
Contagious is that John Economaki manifests this principle – through his furniture,
his designs for Bridge City Tool Works, and his approach to life. John approaches
everything he does so with the same methodology: intellectual curiosity through
the lens of artist and maker, designer and entrepreneur. Our goal at Museum of
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Contemporary Craft is to create an exhibition which communicates all aspects
of John Economaki’s approach to work and life by combining his furniture, tools,
sketches, prototypes, Joe Felzman’s photographs, videos, and interactive programs
to give visitors the opportunity to understand the life and work of this innovative
Oregon-based entrepreneur.
Conversations fill the research for this exhibition. In one of these, John relayed
his disappointment with a recent purchase of a mezzaluna. The handles were
uncomfortable, it was poorly made, and in sum, it did not do its intended job. John
took it upon himself to reimagine it and make it better. The excitement around the
process of prototyping, finding better materials, making a better tool, and bringing
artistry to something pedestrian was obviously intoxicating for John. My ongoing
conversations with John casually yet repeatedly reveal his process – how he listens
and observes every thing and every day.
His ideas for redesigning the mezzaluna led me back to the Museum’s archive,
reminding me that he took the same approach with the VAUGHAN STREET SERVING
TROLLEY he’d made in 1979. Commissioned by the owner of an elegant Portland
restaurant, the trolley needed to satisfy a number of requirements: it had to be
a specific height, include a silverware drawer, have a shelf for French pastries,
navigate easily in tight quarters, be expandable, etc. Instead of viewing these
specifications as restrictions, John saw the opportunity to make a beautiful, functional, and innovatively designed object. In addition, the wheels were designed
to accommodate a number of surfaces, using a forgiving and resilient material,
leather. The trolley became one of his most popular designs, and an object worthy
of preservation and care to be shared with future generations through its inclusion
in the permanent collection of Museum of Contemporary Craft.
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business and practice. When faced with a seemingly insurmountable challenge
of changing your life’s focus overnight, we default to our foundational selves. For
John Economaki, who went nearly overnight from artisanal furniture craftsman to
designer of tools, his foundational core became the driving force. You may know
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